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Based on the nonlinear relation of the mono-
energetic diffusion coefficient Dr, shown in "An-
alytical formula of the thermal conductivity 
due to given electrostatic and electromagnetic 
fluctuations-l", the diffusion coefficients due to 
only electromagnetic fluctuations and only elec-
trostatic fluctuations are obtained separately. By 
using the fact that the mono-energetic diffu-
sion coefficient is the even function of the par-
allel velocity and the following approximation of 
Tan-l (x): 
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the nonlinear equation of DT ( vII) is solved in the 
low frequency limit, namely, wm --> O. 
A) only electromagnetic fluctuations 
Let define the amplitude separator RM as 
where LII and Ski I ~ L~l is the width of the par-
allel wave numbers contributing to the diffusion 
and the parallel correlation length, respectively, 
and kT ~ L:;:1 is the typical radial wave num-
ber with the perpendicular (radial) correlation 
length. Thus, RM « 1 corresponds to the quasi-
linear limit, and so RM also has the meaning of 
the scale separator. By using amplitude or scale 
separator, there are two limits: 
low amplitude limit (quasi-linear limit), 
RM :::: 1 
where averaged (unperturbed) orbits are good ap-
proximation. 
high amplitude limit, RM ;::: 1 
where diffusive (perturbed) orbits are necessary. 
By integrating in the velocity space, it is shown 
that 
B) only electrostatic fluctuations 
Let define the amplitude separator R~) as 
low amplitude and/or high velocity limit, 
R~) :::: IVliI/vTc< 
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where averaged (unperturbed) orbits are good ap-
proximation, 
high amplitude and/or low velocity limit, 
R~) ;::: IVliI/vTa 
where diffusive (perturbed) orbits are necessary. 
After the velocity space integration, we see 
+ 
Note that in both cases, the diffusion coefficient 
is proportional to the square (linear) of the fluc-
tuation amplitude for low (high) amplitude cases. 
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